
Review of Scotty Cameron California Series putter
Posted by helenbest - 2013/07/15 17:59
_____________________________________

This putter is the 2012 model from titleist. You may be attracted by the three red dots on the club head. Is it beautiful i
think. 

This Scotty Cameron Newport 2 Putterâ€™s new California Fastback calls to mind the swooping, futuristic automobile shapes
that inspired its design. Roly-poly and pleasing to the eye, the Fastback is setup for the player favoring less toe flow in
the putting stroke. With its full shaft of offset deliberately set up by the stepless single bend shaft, the Fastback is a putter
crafted for confidence.

The 303 stainless steel head offers a sweet feel, online golf retailerwhile the deep-milled face creates a soft sound. It is
one of the higher-rated putters. Near the top in all categories. 

While you playing with this cheap Monterey California Putter, you will find that the contact is surprising soft for a metal
face. While forgiving on mis-hits, offer-center contact is easily recognizable. The heavier cole weights stablize the putter
for improved accuracy. The distance control is very consistent. Whether you putt from 5 feet or 30 it is very consistent roll
and distance. You rarely miss hits. The exceptional feel and balance gives it a nose for the hole on putts of 5 feet or less. 

When we go to the appearance you would say this Del Mar California Putter australia has gotten an elegant and high-
end satin finnish. prominent heel-toe weighting and a muscular body that presents a confident look; exaggerated Anser-
shaped head sets up square with little effort.
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Re:Review of Scotty Cameron California Series putter
Posted by Artsutanov - 2013/07/15 18:33
_____________________________________

Hi Helen,

You seem the type of lady that might enjoy having that Putter placed up your Shitter.

If so give me a call on schpoodyfunklingkonk ooshboing diddlydoink.
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